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study was conducted to provide a controlled and safe 
environment for deploying different sensor technolo-
gies and introducing off-normal operations as a basis 
for anomaly detection and classification. The lab setup 
consisted of two closed water flow loops, each circu-
lating water from a surge tank through a pump with 
heaters and back into the tank. The recirculating loops 
also included cross-connects for moving water between 
the two tanks when desired.  

The project was divided into (1) sensor selection and 
architecture, (2) deployment and data capture, and (3) 
model development and analysis. The cyber security 

Technology Solution
Detection of cyber security events is 
paramount to the defense-in-depth strat-
egies applied by electric utilities. Past 
events have shown that sophisticated 
attacks can go several months or more 
before being detected. In part, this is 
due to technical challenges associated 
with identifying and analyzing oper-
ational anomalies in industrial control 
systems (ICS), including visibility gaps 
for non-networked but critical assets, 
disguised attacks and evasive measures 
by attackers, and conflicting needs to 
maintain vigilance while minimizing 
false positives. 

This project sought to establish proof of 
concept for use of ThermoAI’s process 
optimization solution in creating digital 
twins of power plant systems, comparing them to real-world operat-
ing conditions, identifying and classifying anomalies, and detecting 
cyber security events. Typically, ThermoAI deploys wireless sensors—
in addition to existing sensors used for instrumentation and control 
(I&C) applications—to collect the data required to build digital twins 
for modeling and optimizing industrial processes. Cyber security 
monitoring and protection represent a novel application. 

Project Overview
The project team included ThermoAI and subject-matter experts from 
AI.EPRI and EPRI’s digital I&C laboratory, where the proof-of-concept 

External sensors positioned on pumps were used for building digital twins and detecting and 
diagnosing operational anomalies. 

http://thermoai.com
https://www.epri.com
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Implications & Next Steps
This project represents a successful first step in devel-
oping an integrated physics-based cyber detection 
capability based on AI techniques. EPRI is continuing 
research and prototyping of tools to utilize physics- 
based models and network security data to enhance 
cyber detection and response capabilities. 

One of the limitations of this lab project was its 
reliance on a relatively small set of training data col-
lected under steady-state operating conditions. Next, 
ThermoAI seeks to deploy and demonstrate its solution 
in operating power plants. Field demonstrations will 
help to create digital twins based on a greater amount 
of historical data and to train the data models to 

sensor system was designed to capture acoustic,  
vibration, and motor current data from a single com-
ponent using a wireless network isolated from existing 
I&C sensors in the flow loop. LoRa network technology 
was chosen for in-plant testing as a means of creating 
a separate out-of-band network to improve visibility 
and make evasion more difficult since attackers would 
have to compromise both the security sensor network 
and the normal ICS network. 

The sensors were deployed to collect normal opera-
tional data for one shift. Four simulated attack sce-
narios were then performed to represent an attacker’s 
manipulation of the system:

• Malicious insider locally over-riding controls, result-
ing in pump cavitation (Scenario 1).

• Attacker changing logic by operating pumps at 
constant speed and controlling flow by throttling the 
discharge valve (Scenario 2).

• Attacker changing setpoint by fixing discharge valve 
to positions of 50% and 75% open (Scenarios 3 
and 4, respectively).

Collected data were used to train AI models on normal 
operations, generate digital twins of the pumps, and 
detect and classify deviations from normal conditions.

Results & Learnings
The lab-based cyber threat detection system demon-
strated the capability to use digital twins and machine 
learning to identify and classify physical anomalies 
and to differentiate between different anomalies 
having different levels of severity. The figure at right 
displays results of a comparison between triaxial 
vibration measurements and physics-based model-
ing, with normal operating conditions and individual 
attack scenarios differentiated with a high degree of 
accuracy. 

Scenario 1, illustrated in orange 
and labeled “Cavitation,” 
represented an attack where a 
malicious insider overrode the 
system valve lineup, causing 
surge tank level to drop and a 
loss of static head to the pumps. 
This resulted in pump cavitation. 
While this scenario replicated a 
malicious insider, it could have 
also been caused by several 
other attack modes.  

Scenarios 2, 3, and 4 rep-
resented cases where the 
attacker modified parameters 
to inhibit control functions—a 
technique exhibited in a num-
ber of real-world ICS attacks. 
Scenario 2 is shown in red and 
labeled “Pump fighting valve” 
to illustrate the abnormal control 
configuration. Scenarios 3 and 
4 are shown in green and pink and represent the 
discharge valve being repositioned to 50% and 75% 
open, respectively. 

While these controlled-testing results show that 
vibration modeling can aid in the classification of 
anomalies ranging from component degradation to 
cyber attack tactics, techniques, and procedures, this 
approach has real-life limitations due to the myriad 
factors that can influence vibrations. 

The pilot also provided useful information on applying 
a LoRa network system to support online monitoring of 
hard-to-reach plant components, including for detec-
tion of cyber attacks.

Vibration anomaly identification and classification results demonstrate that machine 
learning models can differentiate anomalies indicative of cyber attacks. 
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identify more types of anomalies over a wider array 
of conditions, including normal transients.

Complementing the insights gained in this project, 
ThermoAI plans to leverage field demonstrations as an 
opportunity to further productize its solution package 
to best fit within existing workflows for monitoring, 
diagnostics, and cyber security protection and to 
more easily integrate with existing I&C equipment and 
normal plant operations. This includes development of 
a platform and process for deploying LoRa wireless 
sensors to ensure secure and accurate data collection, 
as well as libraries of anomalies and causal factors 
for specific ICS applications.

Resources 
Aiden Livingston, Co-Founder & Chief Executive Officer, 
ThermoAI, aiden@thermoai.com

Jeremy Lawrence, Principal Technical Leader, Generation 
Cyber Security, EPRI, jlawrence@epri.com

TESTIMONIAL: ThermoAI

To best guard against cyber attacks, prevention is ideal, but detection is a must. We see a strong case 
for using our AI to cross-check current monitoring and diagnostic systems and to immediately detect 
operational technology intrusions with potential for disruption and damage to vital equipment.

TESTIMONIAL: EPRI

There are many ways, beyond malware, that attackers can use in attempting to compromise systems.  
These can be difficult to detect. Including physical models and data sets in cyber data analysis may 
provide another tool for detecting sophisticated attacks.
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